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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Office Automation has had a tremendous impact on both business and public
organizations over the past twenty years. Besides supporting different levels of office
tasks, office automation systems are becoming an effective medium for today's
distributed work environment (Ellis and Gibbs, 1991)
A number of office automation analyses and design methodologies have appeared
In the literature, each of them has its strengths and weaknesses. Most existing
methodologies have difficulty describing and analyzing the complexity of office work
(Bracchi and Pemici 1984, Hewitt 1986). Various techniques of structured analysis,
including those based on an object-oriented paradigm, focus principally on the analysis
and design of structured and semi-structured activities, and are used essentially for
systems specification (Martin and McClure 1988, Nierstrasz 1992, Scheer 1992). At the
other extreme, the Critical Task Methods (Harris and Brightman 1985) emphasizes
unstructured or ill-structured work. Office Analysis and Diagnosis Methodology (Sirbu
and Schoichet 1983, Sutherland 1983) is targeted at semi-structured office activities.
Automation technology is not new to organizations. As early as the 1920's the
automatic telephone switchboards were in use (Epstein 1991). But widespread growth of
automation did not become practical until after World War II when some major
theoretical breakthroughs were made and the electronic computer was developed. By the
mid-1950's major industries were using electronic computers in their operations. For
instance, the oil industry was using automation to control oil tank farms and the
commercial industry was using the computer for payroll and loan processing (Law and
Goda 1996).
Today office automation has spread to the corporate world and non-profit
organizations as the advances in computer and telecommunications technology have led
to the development of "office automation," also referred to as "office information
systems." However, most of the early developments in office automation were aimed at
increasing the productivity of the frontline office workers such as secretarial level staff. It
did not address the need for an integrated system in which a diverse group of office
professionals ranging from hourly paid receptionists to activity planners to mid-level
management who could interact simultaneously in the decision making processes of an
office environment. Each level operated on its own as an isolated and local system. There
is a lack of information exchange and significant gaps in the stream of workflow among
various elements of an office. As we look at the office as a process, there is clearly the
need for a coherent, integrated office automation system.
There are means to handle the complexity of office environment, especially the
kinds of activities and processes that take place in today's organization. One that is
receiving increasing attention is through the use of workflow (peterson 1981) and Petri
nets (Reisig 1986). The objective of this thesis is to describe an integrated framework of
office automation using Petri net based workflow technology. The analysis, simulation,
and validation of the framework under study are presented and discussed. An actual case
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study of the implementation of an office automation system is presented. The issues of
workflow redesign and modeling using Petri net, as well as the issues related to the
software engineering/development in organizational environment are discussed.
Limitations of the framework and future research directions are mentioned also.
Motivation
The motivation for this thesis is to explore the design, analysis, and
implementation of an integrated office automation system using Petri net based workflow
technology. The automation system could replace the current manual operation system
employed in the organizations with the objective of being flexible, expendable, and user
friendly.
Problem Statement and Intent
An extension office in a major state university decided to implement office
automation in a non-technical staff environment to increase staff productivity. While the
staff had been using office automation tools such as Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel,
Power Point, PageMaker, etc., there was lack of a coherent and integrated system. Each
staff member, ranging from the receptionist to the Director, operated on his/her own PC
or MAC, and created his/her own data files. The result is a classical case of isolated
operational islands. There was a lack of information exchange and significant gaps in the
stream of workflow among various functional units of the office. Data redundancy,
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inconsistency, and repetition were inevitable. For example, the same registration
infonnation would be keyed in at least three times during registration period, tuition
payment period, and accounting entries period. Due to data inconsistency, confusion
arose. For instance, a student had dropped a course in the middle of a semester, while
office records showed that he/she was still enrolled. Instructors' pays were delayed and
deadlines were missed due to lack of timely information. The program coordinators
planned their own program schedules and allocated physical resources independently,
which resulted into a variety of bottlenecks leading to conflict of timings, resource
allocations, and occasional slowing ofoffice operations.
In spring 1997, the registration and accounting system of the Extension office
crashed. It was a stand alone 1986 DOS-driven software package developed by a small
consulting company. The package had been upgraded twice during the ten years period to
bring it up to a network environment. In early 1994 the company claimed that it would no
longer supporting the package. The Extension office thus had to decide whether to repair
the software or to switch to an up-to-date office automation system.
Organization of the Thesis
The thesis is organized into six chapters. Chapter 1 is an introduction on the
background and the motivation of office automation as the thesis topic. An actual case
problem is presented for discussion.
Chapter II reviews the literatures on the topics of office automation definition, the
evolution of the research on office automation, and the developments on various office
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modeling and analysis techniques. The definition of Petri Net and its basic properties are
given. The literature on the impact of automation in office environment is also mentioned
so as to view office automation from a broader perspective.
Chapter III discusses an actual case study. The outline of the case and the
automation solution to the problem is presented. Petri nets as a modeling tool for office
workflow redesign is discussed in detail. The hierarchy feature of the Petri net is used to
develop various levels of details for the system. The architecture of the automation
system is presented as well.
Chapter V discusses the workflow simulation, analysis, and verification of the
Petri net based workflow system. The simulation, analysis, and verification of an
automation system before its actual development can identify possible problems such as
deadlock in the system, ensuring that the system proposed is correct and reliable.
Chapter IV outlines the key factors that could decide the success or failure of
office automation systems based on the case study in chapter III. In many situations,
office automation systems were developed successfully from technical point of view, but
it failed in organizational application due to the key factors mentioned here.
Chapter VI gives a summary of the thesis as well as further research topics in the
area of office automation.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Office Automation Defined
The primary effort of Office Automation in 1970's was on increased productivity
of clerical and secretarial workers. Recent attention has been aimed at how both
management and professionals can benefit from office automation through better
information during the process of decision-making, and yield an overall productivity
increase. (Goldfield 1985, Gremillion 1985).
Jarrett, D. (1984) defined Office Automation as the application of electronic and
electro-mechanical devices for the purpose of increasing the productivity of office
workers. The devices include general-purpose computers, special-purpose office
machines and communications equipment. The office workers include managers,
professionals, secretaries and clerks. The term "knowledge workers" has been used to
describe both managers and a variety of professionals. Secretarial/clerical employees
achieve increased productivity in their ability to create, store, retrieve and transmit
business communications. Knowledge workers achieve increased productivity in terms of
information and quality decisions (McLeod and Jones, 1987).
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As the design of office automation systems relie upon underlying conceptions of
human organization and action, and its representation of office work and objects, Hewitt
(1986) defined the nature of office work from an open systems perspective. Coping with
conflicting, inconsistent, and partial infonnation is one of the major challenges in office
automation systems. Gerson and Star (1986) proposed due process as a central activity in
organizational infonnation processing. A due process is the process of articulating
alternative solutions. There is no formal solution to the problem of due process as a result
of multiple competing, possibly irreconcilable, solutions.
Hirscbheim (1986) argued that office automation could not be successfully
applied without a detailed understanding of the environment into which it is placed. The
goal of office automation requires a representation of office work and its objectives.
Suchman (1983) pointed out that the procedural structure of an organizational activity is
the product of the orderly work of the office, rather than the reflection of some enduring
structure that stands behind that work. It is structured social process in the sense that it is
the process produced by participants at particular times and places.
The Evolution of Office Automation Research
Office Automation research has developed considerably over the years from local
computing systems to intelligent workflow in a network of computing systems. By
reviewing the evolution of Office Automation research, we can better understand the
current efforts in Office Automation system research and show how we can benefit from
the earlier work in this area.
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Local computing and group computing primarily have been oriented toward office
work that is structured and organized (Croft and Lefkowitz, 1984). With the difficulties
encountered in modeling unstructured office work, workflow computing and intelligent
workflow computing offer the most promise of delivering effective support for the office
automation system. Workflow computing opened a way toward an unstructured work
profile that best matches the actual office situation as an open system. As Mahling and
Craven (1995) pointed out, most endeavors in business or daily life can be described as
processes. These processes consist oftasks that usualIy involve more than a single person
or intelIigent machine agent. Office automation could not be successfully applied without
a detailed understanding of the environment into which it is placed (Hirschheim 1986).
Local Computing
The origin of office automation system based task-support for individuals and
groups dated back to the early days of computing machinery. The limited business
success of the "paperless office" and other process based systems in the 1970s and 1980s
lessened interest in this area. Local computing automated routine activities and assisted in
complex tasks in an office. Its goal was to move the paperwork through the office (Ang,
Vanneste, and Lu 1998). There was no sharing of information between different
departments of an organization and was procedurally rigid, resulting in limited
applicability.
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Workgroup Computing
Activity in groupware research in the 1980s and 1990s shifted to the defInition
aspects of cooperative work, such as shared information spaces or shared editing. One of
the major problems in interactive process support is spatial and temporal distribution
(Casati, Ceri, and Pozzi, 1998). The competence of the cooperating partners may vary
widely. Viewing human and machine agents as partners in communication, cooperation,
problem solving and task execution extends the conventional paradigm of computer
supported cooperative work and distributed Artificial Intelligence (Gruhn 1995).
Workgroup Computing facilitates the transfer and sharing of infonnation from
workgroup to workgroup or individual to individual. It is a "information centered" model
that focuses on the information being processed instead of process (Koulopoulos 1995).
Compared with local computing, workgroup computing focuses on enhancing the user's
ability to share information within workgroups.
Workflow Computing
In the 1990's the workflow concept started to emerge as a system approach to
office automation technology. In contrast with workgroup computing, workflow
computing emphasizes the importance of the process, which acts as a container for the
information (Rusinkiewicz 1998). In this way workflow combines rules, which govern
the tasks performed, and it coordinates the transfer of the information required to support
these tasks. It is a "process-centered" model.
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Workflow computing applies many of the same concepts and benefits of factory
Automation and industrial engineering to the process of work management in an office
Environment. Tomas Koulopoulos (1995) defined workflow as "a tool set for the
proactive analysis, compression, and automation of information-based tasks and
activities." The basic premise of workflow is that an office environment is an infonnation
factory, or more specifically, a process factory (Sheth and Georgakopoulos, 1996). The
process, which can exist in a range of formats from paper to electronic fonn, provides the
basic raw material of every office task. The connection of these office tasks creates a
value chain - a series of tasks or processes which add value to an information object as it
progresses from task to task - that spans internal and external task boundaries. In this
architecture, workflow attempts to streamline the components of the document factory by
eliminating unnecessary tasks, thereby saving time, effort, and costs associated with the
performance of those tasks and automating the remaining tasks that are necessary to a
process.
Numerous applications that use workflow computing systems in their day-to-day
activities for controlling their business processes exist today. These include office
automation, healthcare, telecommunications, etc. A workflow is a representation of a
given process that is comprises ofwell-defined collection of activities, referred to as tasks
(GeorgakopouJos, Hornick and Manola, 1996). Each of these tasks, serving a given
function in the overall process, has certain information input requirements and produces
infonnation as part of its output.
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Adam, Atlure, and Huang (1998) gave following fonnal definition of workflow.
A workflow, W, can be represented as a set of tasks twl, tw2, ... , two, together
with their order of invocation and information flow (Georgakopoulos and Hornick,
1995). A task ti consists of a set of operations OPj and task primitives { begin (hi), abort
(ai), precommit (Pi), commit (c;) }. Execution of a task, in addition to invoking operations
that may require access to data items, requires invocation of the task primitives. All
operations in a task must be executed only after the begin primitive is issued. All
operations must end with either a commit or abort. At any given time, a task can be in
one of the following states: initial state (ini), execution state (exi), done state (dni),
commit state (cmj), or abort state (abj). A primitive may move a task from one state to
another. For instance, a task t; may move from its initial state ini to the execution state eXi
by invoking the begin primitive bi The commit primitive Cj should follow the precomrnit
primitive Pi. This particular representation of task with the precommit primitive is
required to enforce some types of dependencies. Formally, a task can be defined as
follows.
Definition 1. A task ti is a partial order with an ordering relation -<i where
1. ti = OPjU OP j where OP j C { hi, Pi, ai, Cj };
2. Cj E tj iffbi E tj 1\ aj e ti, and aj E ti iffb; E tj 1\ Cj e ti; and
3. for any op; E OPi, bi -<i 0Pi -<i either Pi (if c; E ti) or ai (if aj E tj),
As a consequence of the above definition, we can deduce the following:
1. For any task ti, one ofthe following precedence relationships holds:
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2. There is no precedence order imposed between the states cmj and ab; and in fact are
two mutually exclusive states. We say cmj is a complementary state of abj, and vice
versa ( denoted as cmj = ab'j and abj = cm'i)' Thus we define an incompatible state set
for a task = { cmj, ab j }, which states that tasks in this set cannot coexist at any given
time.
Definition 2. Given a workflow W = {tWI, tw2, ... twn } we define a workflow state
WS as the set of current states of each twi in W.
For instance, suppose a workflow consists of three tasks tWI, tw2. and tw), a
workflow state WS could be { ex!, cm2, abs }, meaning that tWI is in execution state tw2 in
commit state and tw) in abort state.
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Intelligent Workflow Computing
As office automation is moving from purely structured systems to semi-structured
systems, workflow computing has opened a way for the "open" or unstructured systems
that characterize the office processes (Shan, Davis, and Du, 1996). Various intelligent
workflow systems appeared in literature as well as applications:
Agent-Enhanced Workflow employs a community of intelligent, distributed and
autonomous software agents to improve the management of business processes. It allows
the software agents to negotiate with each other to establish contracts that govern the
distribution of work across the processing centers (Judge, Odgers, Shepherdson, and Cui
1998)
Knowledge-based workflow goes beyond the simple rule-based approach to
provide methods of incorporating exception processing. In a knowledge-based workflow
system the workflow would use statistical, heuristic, and artificial intelligence to infer
correct routing, scheduling, and exception routing (Obrien and Wiegand, 1996).
Object-Oriented Workfl.ow (Chen and Lu 1997, Reichert and Dadam, 1998)
combines workflow technology with object-oriented technology. It signifies what may be
a fifth generation of applications development tools based on an object-oriented
workflow metaphor (Hus and KJeissner, 1996).
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Office Automation Modeling and Analysis Methods
Process Modeling Using Petri Nets
The classical Petri net was invented by Carl Adam Petri in the sixties. Since then
Petri nets have been used to model and analyze all kinds of processes with applications
ranging from protocols, hardware, and embedded systems to flexible manufacturing
systems, user interaction, and business processes (Voss 1986). In the last two decades the
classical Petri net has been extended with color, time and hierarchy. (Jensen 1996, Van
Der Aalst 1994). These extensions facilitate the modeling of complex processes where
data and time are important factors. Van Der Aalst (1998) summarized the reasons for
using Petri nets for workflow:
• Formal Semantics
A workflow process specified in terms of a Petri net has a clear and precise definition,
because the semantics of the classical Petri net and several enhancements (color, time,
hierarchy) have been defined fonnally.
• Graphical Nature
Petri nets are a graphical language. As a result, Petri nets are intuitive and easy to
learn. The graphical nature also supports the communication with end-users.
• Expressiveness
Petri nets support all the primitives needed to model a workflow process. Almost all
the routing constructs present in today's workflow management system can be
modeled.
• Properties
In the last three decades many people have investigated the basic properties of Petri
nets. The firm mathematical foundation allows for the reasoning about these
properties. There is a lot ofcommon knowledge about this modeling technique.
• Analysis
Petri nets are marked by the availability of many analytical techniques. This is a great
asset in favor of Petri nets for workflow modeling. These techniques can be used to
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prove properties (safety, invariance, deadlock, etc.) and to calculate perfonnance
measures (response times, waiting times, occupation rates, etc.).
An office workflow system, in its general fonn, is a heterogeneous and distributed
information system where the tasks are performed using an autonomous system.
Resources, such as databases, labor, etc. are typically required to process these tasks
(Atlure and Huang, 1996). By decomposing each task into a number of primitives and
representing the states in between these primitives, we can model a workflow as a general
Petri net; thereby, enable us to adopt the already available analytical tools and techniques
for analyzing workflows (Ellis and Nutt, 1993).
A formal definition of Petri Net given by Desrochers and Al-Jaar (1995):
An ordinary Petri net is a bipartite directed graph represented by a quadruple
PN = (P, T, I, 0), where P = {PI, ... , Pn } is a finite set of places, T = { tl, ... , tm} is a
finite set of transitions, I is an input mapping P x T == { 0, I} corresponding to the set of
directed arcs from P to T, and 0 is an output mapping T x P == { 0, I} corresponding to
the set of directed arcs from T to P.
A node represents either a place or a transition in a Petri net. X = PuT represents
the set of nodes in the Petri net
Define ·t = { \i pEP I I (p, t) = 1 },
the set of all input places to transition t, and
t· = {\i pEP I0 (t, p) = I },
the set of all output places from transition t. ·t will be called the preset of t, and t· will be
the postset oft. Similarly, let
'p = { \i t E T I0 (t,p) = 1 },
the set of all input transitions to place p, and
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p' = { V t E T II (P, t) = 1 },
the set of all output transitions from place p. These are referred 0 as the preset and
postset of p.
A pure Petri net is a net such that V t E T, {·t} n {t·} = 0; i.e., no self-loops. Any
Petri net which is not pure can be transfonned into a pure Petri net by adding appropriate
dummy places and transitions.
Tokens (represented graphically by dots) are assigned to places and can be used to
represent several different modeling situations. For example, if a place represents a
resource, then the existence of a token in that place means that the resource is available.
Tokens are also used to represent a logical condition. A token in a place can be used to
imply that the condition is true, and no token, that it is false.
The marking m(p) or m of a Petri net is a mapping, m:P -+ (0, 1, 2, ... }, that
assigns a finite nonnegative integer number of tokens to each place.
Assuming that the weight of each arc is I, a transition t is said to be enabled with
respect to a given marking m, if m(pi) > 0, 'VPi E '1. An enabled transition can fire by
removing one token from each of its input places, and adding one token to each of its
output places. The firing of a transition results in a new marking, m), where
r mo(pi)-1
ml(Pi) = i mO(Pi) +1
l rno(Pi)
ifPi E ·t
ifPi E t·
otherwise
The firing of a transition t is denoted by: mo == m)
Assuming transition tj fires, j = 1, 2, ... , m, then above expression can be written as
for aU places Pi, 1= 1, 2, ... , n.
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PI~ PI~ PI~J
P2 P2 • P2
8~ o t2 ~P4~P4P4
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1: An example Prtri net: (a) initial marking (b) iftl fires first
(c) ift2 fires first
High-level Petri Nets
The classical Petri net allows for the modeling of states, events, conditions,
synchronization, parallelism, choice, and iteration. However, Petri nets describing real
world processed tend to be complex and extremely large. Moreover, the classical Petri
net does not allow for the modeling of data and time. To solve these problems, many
extensions have been proposed. A Petri net extended with color, time, and hierarchy is
called a high-level Petri net.
The extension with color to model data (Jensen 1996). In colored Petri net tokens
often represent objects (resources, goods, humans), and color the attributes of these
objects or the value of the tokens. Transitions determine the values of the produced
tokens on the basis of the values of the consumed tokens. It is also possible to specify
"preconditions" which take the colors of tokens to be consumed into account.
The extension with time (Van Der Aalst 1998). In real systems it IS often
important to describe the temporal behavior of the system, Since the classical Petri net is
not capable of handling quantitative time, a timing concept is added. There are many
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ways to introduce time into Petri net, such as associating time with tokens, places, and/or
transitions.
The extension with hierarchy to structure large models (Van Der Aalst 1998).
Although timed colored Petri nets allow for a succinct description of many business
processes, precise specifications for real systems have a tendency to become large and
complex. Thus a hierarchy construct - subnet is added. A subnet is an aggregation of a
number of places, transitions, and subsystems. It can be used to structure large processes.
At one level we want to give a simple description of the process (without having to
consider all the details). At another level we want to specify a more detailed behavior.
The extensO with hierarchy allows for such an approach.
(a)
(b)
(c)
PI P2-1 P2-2
Figure 2. Hierarchical decomposition: (a) system description at aggregated level
(b) system description after decomposing t1 (c) system description after decomposing P2.
The Properties of Petri Net
i8
Dicesare and Harhalakis (1993) gave following definitions of basic behavioral
properties ofPetri net:
• Reachability - The marking mr is said to be reachable from rna if there exists a firing
sequence that will yield mr • The set of all possible markings reachable from rna is
called the reachability set and is denoted by R(mo). Given a Petri net, it is necessary
to know if there is a sequential firing of transitions that can bring the net to a new
marking mr .
• Boundedness - A Petri net is k-bounded with respect to an initial marking mo if each
place in the net gets at most k tokens for all markings in the reachability set R(mo).
A Petri net is safe ifit is k-bounded and k = 1.
• Liveness - A Petri net is live with respect to a marking rno if, for any marking in the
reachability set R(mo), it is possible to ultimately fire any transition in the net.
Liveness guarantees the absence of deadlocks.
• Reversibility - A Petri net is reversible or proper if for every m E R(mo), mo E R(m).
Therefore, the initial marking is reachable from all reachable markings. Reversibility
implies that the model can reinitialize itself. This is important for the automatic
recovery from errors and failures.
• Persistence - A Petri net is persistent if, for any marking in R(mo), an enabled
transition can be disabled only by its own firing. This implies that a net representing
resource sharing conflicts is not persistent since the same place is an input to more
than one transition. Hence, an enabled transition can be disabled by the firing of
another transition.
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• Conservative - A Petri net is conservative if its number of tokens remains constant.
Let m' E R(mo) ,
PiEP PiEP
The properties of liveness, boundedness, and reversibility are independent.
Liveness and boundedness are two properties that are particularly important for the
application ofPetri nets to system design and analysis.
Other Process Modeling Methods
System Modeling Methods
Panko (1984) developed the Strategic Approach to determine the support needs of
individual offices. This technique identifies goals and functions of the office by using the
Critical Success Factors Method (Rockart 1979) and/or the External Contribution
Approach (Drucker 1967). Harris and Brightmand (1985) proposed The Critical Task
Method for need assessment evaluation. It is assumed that support requirements are best
prescribed by identifying the "bottleneck congitive tasks" in an office. However it does
not make any specific assertions on whether a particular task is susceptible to automation
or assistance (Ang, Vanneste, and Lu, 1998). The Office Automation Group at MIT has
developed MIT's Office Analysis Methodologies to increase understanding office work
and to specify this knowledge procedurally in order to support the process of developing
office system. However the methodology worked well in only routine procedure handling
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(panko 1984). The application is limited by its lack of prescriptive guidelinges; its focus
is purely descriptive (Sutherland and Sirbu, 1983). Sasso (1985) developed the Task
Analysis Methodology. It considers office work as sets of information-handling activities
and describes it using four basic concepts: information-objects, tasks, conditions, and
structures of tasks. Once these descriptions have been completed, it proceeds to the
analytical state that identifies opportunities for improving an office's task configuration
in an office. Ishiguro and Tarumi (1997) presented the Agent-based Office System that
supports both personal and group work. The agents were mutually connected in a two-
layered agent network to work in cooperation. With the support of these agents, people in
an office can expect to perform both their personal and group work efficiently. Ang and
Conrath (1996) proposed Operations-Oriented Methodology with the objectives of being
comprehensive in terms of scale and detail. It uses Petri nets and Playscript formats (a
step by step notation on the net as to who does what at each node) to describe the system,
with the net to be capable of formal analysis, and the Playscript to be understood by a
non-expert. Yang and Ho (1996) introduced Cooperative Distributed Problem-Solving
Framework this framework that was based on an Object-Oriented Cooperative
Distributed Problem-Solving Shell. It used distributed Artificial intelligence and
emphasizing the human agents as an integral part of the performance of required official
activities.
There are other methodologies for system modeling and analysis. Most of them
have difficulty describing and analyzing the complexity of office work. Various
techniques of structured analysis, including those based on the object-oriented paradigm
(Henderson-Sellers and Constantine, 1990), focus principally on the analysis and design
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of structured and semi-structure activities, and are used essentially for systems
specification. At the other extreme, the Critical Task Method proposed by Harris and
Brightman (1985) emphasized unstructured (or ill-structured) work. Office Analysis and
Diagnosis Methodology suggested by Sutherland (1983) is targeted at semi-structured
office activities, and by self-admission it does not address the issue of understanding
managerial work.
Data Modeling Methods
There are vanous data modeling and analysis methods for office automation
system, each having its own merits and limitations (Langer 1997). I) A Data Flow
Diagram is a tool that shows how data enter and leave a particular process. It consists of
Process, Data Flow, Data Store, and External. A Data Flow Diagram depicts flows and
boundaries. It represents a graphical display of the process, and therefore is a usable
document that can be shown to both users and programmers. 2) Process Specifications is
a detailed and regimented process specification in pseudo-code or structured English. It
requires the designer to have a solid understanding of algorithms. 3) State Transition
Diagram is designed to model events that are time-dependent in behavior. A state
Transition Diagram models the application alternatives for event-driven activities or any
activity that depends directly on the behavior of a pre-condition that makes that event
either possible or attractive. It is very effective in artificial intelligence and object-
oriented analysis. 4) Entity Relationship (E-R) Diagram is a model that depicts the
relationships among the stored data (Korth and Silberschatz, 1997). It is the most widely
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used of all modeling tools and is the only method to reflect the system "stored data". An
entity in database design is an object of interest about which data can be collected. In a
retail database application, customers, products, and suppliers might be entities. An entity
can subsume a number of attributes: product attributes might be color, size, and price;
customer attributes might include name, address, and credit rating. E-R Diagrams is very
effective in modeling and analysis of finite structure.
Organizational Aspects of Office Automation
Implementing an office automation system within an organization is a complex
task, usually resulting in both technological and organizational change. Many office
automation projects have failed because the management and system designers have
focused too much attention on technical and economic objectives while under-rating
social, and individual requirements (Otway and Peltu, 1983). Paddock (1984) argued that
changes to the hardware, software, data, and personnel components of an organization
tend to be more noticeable than changes to the organization, planning, and control
attributes that permit these components to function as a unit. Thus effective office
automation planning is vital for successful operations of an automated office (Benjamin
1982, Connell 1978). The use and success of an office automation system depend largely
on the attributes of the office in addition to technical aspect of the system. These
attributes are: the readiness of the office, managerial support, and previous experience
with office automation (Dumais, Kraut, and Koch 1988).
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CHAPTER III
A CASE STUDY
AUTOMATING THE MANAGERIAL AND FUNCTIONAL OPERATIONS
OF A&S EXTENSION OFFICE, OSU
Extension Office Characteristics
The Arts and Sciences Extension office (A&S Ext) is a functional unit of both the
College of Arts & Sciences and the University Extension of Oklahoma State University
(OSU). It offers a line of credit courses (international, out-of-state, weekend, condensed,
internet, compressed video), and a line of non-credit programs (academic conferences,
workshops, seminars, satellite courses) for OSu. Its clients are on-campus and off-
campus students, StiBwater residents, high school districts in the Mid-West region, senior
citizens from all over the USA, and employees of corporations. It is a financially self-
sufficient unit in tenus of the courses/programs that run through the Extension, while the
staff salaries in the office are funded by state allocations.
All of A&S Ext. courses/programs go through several stages before they are
completed at the end of each semester. These stages are:
Marketing stage
Planning stage
Course/Program preparation stage
TeachinglLeaming stage
Program closing stage
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Reporting and revenue distribution stage.
Procedure Analysis ofBasic Functional Units
Figure 2 oulines the basic functional units of A&S Extension. An "m" above the
function indicates that the unit was operated manually. An "Exl" indicates that the
function is operated through the use of Excel spreadsheets. A pia indicates partial
automation of the function or a combination of software package and manual operation.
No symbol indicates that the function did not exist before the integrated automation
system.
Below 1S a detailed analysis of the operational procedures for each of the
functional units:
Marketing
The tasks and their sequence are 1) Directors/Coordinators meet with
departmental faculties to discuss ideas of offering new/existing courses/programs or
conferences. 2) The marketing team reaches a preliminary agreement on program title,
dates, location, contents, text book, necessary materials, marketing method, delivery,
incomes, expenses, payments, as well as promotion strategy. 3) Each coordinator in
charge of the program designs promotional pamphlet/fliers for the program. 4)
Coordinator iterates several times with the instructor and the director about the
promotional materiaL 5) Finalize the promotional material and present it to the public. 6)
The support staff of the course/program prepares mailing list and letters.
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Figure 3. The basic functional units of A&S Extension office
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Budgeting
The tasks and their sequence are 1) The coordinator prepares a budget draft based
on the preliminary discussion with the department, instructor(s), and Extension Directors.
2) The draft is sent out to the department and the instrUctor for their inputs. 3) After
several iterations the department and the instructor(s) sign the budget. 4) The budget
along with course/program information is sent to the College and University Extension
for approval. 5) The budget is either approved or disapproved by the College and
University Extension.
Preparing Purchase Orders and Travel Requisitions
If a course/program has an expense that is expected to exceed OSU small
purchase limit of $1,500, then a purchase request must be prepared. Similarly, if an
instructor must travel out of Oklahoma for teaching, a travel request for the instructor
must be prepared. As it takes three weeks to complete the paper work, when time is
restricted the purchase order and the travel request are sent out regardless of the approval
state of the program. The course/program can be canceled if it is not approved. The
Purchase order and the travel requisition are prepared by typing the information onto the
fonns with a typewriter.
Setting up Program
The tasks and their sequence are I) Receive the budget draft from the
coordinators, 2) Assign a program ID to each new course/program. 3) Enter
course/program information onto the system. 4) Based on the budget draft information,
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enter the tuition/fee structure and reftmd policy for each program ill. 5) Run an
Extension program status report periodically. 6) Revise the TuitionlFee structure and
refund policy base on the budget revisions. This process could take several iterations.
Accounting Entries and Reconciles
A program ID is also its account number under Extension office major accounts.
Once a program is set up, incoming expense/revenue can be posted into its program
account. Thus the tasks and their sequence are 1) Conflrm that a program In has been
assigned to the program. 2) Posting expenses/revenue of the program. 3) Correct errors
by entering a reversed posting. 4) Run preliminary program statement. 5) Get feedback
from the coordinators and adjust the postings. 6) Run final income statement for the
program. 7) Program coordinator signs the statement.
Monthly accounts must reconcile with University account statements. This
procedure is performed monthly on all Extension accounts to ensure the correctness of all
the entries in the Extension Office. The tasks and their sequence are 1) Print monthly
Extension account reports. 2) Check the reports with University account statements, mark
any expenses/revenues that are not recorded in University statements. 3) Correct any
errors by looking into the original invoice/check copies. 4) Generate a "reconcile
statement" for the account. 5) Repeat 1)-4) until all accounts are reconciled.
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Taking Enrollment/Payment
The Extension Office takes the enrollment if the course is not entitled to enroll
through the University Sectioning. The procedures and their sequence are 1) Enroll the
student/participant to the program. 2) Enter student/participant's information if he/she is
enrolling in Extension program for first time. 3) Record the payment if the tuition/fees is
paid during the enrollment. 4) Record the withdrawal of any participants from a
program. 5) Checking the refund policy to decide whether a refund is necessary. 6)
Refund if necessary.
Scheduling Program Activities
The support staff of the program does a sequence of tasks. 1) Enter deadlines to
the program, such as mailing dates, text book order date, participant list date, final grade
tum-in date, etc. 2) Make notes about the special requirements for the program. 3) Run a
to-do-Iist report either for a single program or for all the programs the support staff is
working on.
Preparing Program Materials
The support staff for the program does all or some of following tasks before the
program starts. The tasks can be done in parallel. 1) Set up a program fi Ie in the office.
2)Verify the total enrollment for the program. 3) Prepare participant list with name and
address on it. 4) Prepare a sign-in sheet for some programs. 5) Prepare nametags for
conferences. 6) Prepare mailing list for the confirmation letters. 7) Order and receive
textbooks for the program. 8) Prepare handouts or packages.
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Billing
The sequence of biUing procedures is 1) Generate a payment report for each
program. 2) Remove anyone who will be billed through OSU campus vendor invoic
(CVI) from the list. This can be done by preparing a CVI and enter as a payment for the
participant. 3) Prepare bills for each participant on the list. 4) Record the bills as payment
for each participant into the program. 5) Send the bill to Bursar's office and the
participant.
Marketing Analysis
A market analysis report will be prepared to show the effectiveness of each
promotional medium. The most effective promotional method for the program will be
identified. The procedures are 1) During the enrollment, record the promotional medium
by which each participant is made aware ofthe program. 2) Calculate the percentage and
print the results for each program as well as for all program types.
Teaching/Learning
Teaching and learning activities proceed as scheduled. Location is on-campus,
off-campus, or internationaL Delivery media will be classroom, two-way compressed
video, regular video, satellite, and/or internet. The Extension office is responsible for the
printing of all handouts, homework assignments, and exams in a timely manner.
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Instructor and Teaching Assistant ITA) Pay
The procedure for instructor pay is done as foHows. 1) Confirm the ending of the
course/program. 2) Verify the amount with program coordinator. 2) Verify pay type and
pay dates with the Dean's office. 3) Call department to update instructor's EA if it is to
be an inload payment, or prepare a special pay form in the Extension office if it is to be
an overload payment. 4) Approve the payment by the Extension Director and the Dean's
office. 5) Send the paper work to OSU payroll department for processing. 6) Enter the
payment along with actual benefits amount into the program account after receiving
monthly payron reports from University Accounting department.
Sending out Grades and Evaluations
For the grade report, 1) Confmn the grades with the instructor. 2) Send the grades
to the University Administration. For course evaluations, 1) Collect the evaluation forms.
2) Enter the evaluations into the system. 3) Send the evaluations to the department.
Closing A Program
The program accounts are closed at the end of each fiscal year. No changes are
allowed to the account thereafter. The procedures are I) Update the program income
statement. 2) Move program income/deficit into an office control account. 3) Lock the
program account.
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Distributing Income
The net income of the program will be distributed to the participating departments
according to the budget agreements. The procedures are 1) Detennine the distribution
percentage per budget agreement. 2) Calculate the amount for the departments. 3)
Transfer the funds into departmental accounts. 3) Send statements to the departments.
Annual Reporting
The annual reporting of the Extension office consists of the following reports not
necessarily in sequence. 1) Summary infonnation on all courses/programs in terms of
total course/program offered, total credit hours offered, total gross income, total program
expenses, total office expenses, total net income, total enrollment, total instructor
participation, total department participation, total grant/sponsorship received, total
payment for instruction. 2) Detailed information on each course/program offered, sorted
by program types, by departments, and by coordinator in charge of the programs. 3)
Detailed information on instructors regarding the courses/programs taught, total credit
hours and enrollment, and total inload/overload payments. 4) Total on-campus expenses.
Pre-Integrated Automation
Before the integrated automation system was introduced in 1998, the staff in the
Extension office had been using office automation tools such as Microsoft Excel, Word,
PageMaker, and a DOS driven registration and accounting package developed in 1986 by
KM Register Inc., a small consulting firm, to handle day-ta-day operations. However, it
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was not a coherent and integrated system. Each staff member operated on herlhis own PC
or MAC, and created herlhis own data files that were not shared with other staff
members. The result was a classical example of many "isolated operational islands" in
the office. The system suffered data redundancy, inconsistency, conflicts, and repetition.
It was inefficient and unproductive.
During a conference period, preparing handouts, name tags, and billings involved
slow, labor intensive procedures with duplication of effort in various functional units. For
example, the same registration and tuition payment information would be keyed in at
least three times during registration, payment/deposit processing, and accounting entries,
respectively. Errors were inevitable. Several times a student had dropped a program,
while the system showed that he/she was still listed on the program. Instructors' pay
checks were sometimes delayed. Programs with the same title but different sections
would be either confused altogether, or the expenses were mis-posted. In addition, each
coordinator planed ruslher own program/course schedule without knowing the upcoming
events planned by the other coordinators. This sometimes caused bottlenecks for the
office, and almost always slowed down operations.
In spring 1997, The existing registration/accounting software crashed. It had been
upgraded twice during the preceding ten years to bring it up from a stand-alone
application into a network envirorunent appli.cation. The finn stopped supporting the
software shortly after the second upgrade. The Extension Office thus had to decide
whether to repair the package or to find a new office automation application that could
meet its daily operational needs.
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The Decision to Automate and Process Reengineering
The Extension Office made the decision that a new system was imperative in
spring 1997. A committee was assembled to search for a new system. The question of
selecting either an off-shelf software package or a customer-designed system was
addressed. After a period of intensive search, various software packages available on the
market were tried and tested. Consulting firms specializing in software development were
interviewed. It was clear after the search that the existing off-shelf software could not
meet the operational specifications of Extension Office. A customized workflow redesign
is the solution to integrate and streamline the basic functional units of Extension Office.
To implement a new integrated system fully, the office was ready to redesign its
existing work processes as well as to change the job descriptions of certain staff in the
office. The "old ways of doing the things" would be changed. The office would adopt a
new, more efficient operating procedure to perform its day-to-day operations. The issue
of change was brought up in a multitude of staff meetings. Most of the staff showed
enthusiasm about the upcoming new system, eager to switch to the new system when it
was ready and operational.
The redesigned workflow diagram for the Extension Office is shown in figure 3.
rt is a diagram representation of the processes of running a single extension program. 11
streamlines all the processes/tasks of a program. Some of the processes must run in
sequence, while others can go in parallel. The workflow begins with the marketing
process, followed by the budgeting and the program set up processes. The travel
requisition and/or purchasing order process stars as soon as the budget information is
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Figure 4. Extension Office Workflow Diagram
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•available. The program set-up process initiates the other four processes simultaneously.
The support staff begins to make a file for the program in the office. All the information
about the program is put into the file. The schedule for the program is listed. The front
desk starts taking enrollment for the course/program. Any invoices for the program can
be recorded into the program account. After the course preparation and the scheduling
processes is the teaching/learning stage. Once it is completed, grades are reported,
instructor and TA's are paid. The billing process operates in parallel with the teaching
process. The program closing process starts when all expenses and tuition/fees have been
received and recorded (posted into program account). At the end of the workflow is the
annual reporting process. The program is listed on the annual report after its closing.
The workflow repeats itself for each course/program that runs through the
Extension office. The annual report is the result of the reports of aU the programs that
operate through the Extension workflow. At any given time there are about forty (40) to
fifty (50) programs running at the Extension office. Thus, there are about forty to fifty
course/programs going through th.e processes simultaneously in workflow.
As a result, some staffs duties or job description, and even the physical work
locations must change in order to meet the requirements of the automation system. Data
redundancy, repetition, inconsistency, and conflict can be eliminated since data is now
shared among the office staff, and is updated constantly. As each staff member in the
workflow only accesses the part of data files that is relevant to his/her job description,
data security is assured.
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Design Objectives
As Law and Goda (1996) stated that the success of an office automation project
was directly related to the degree of its integration into everyday business tasks. A user
friendly interface results in more user satisfaction, and hence, more use. Thus system
integration and user friendliness are the two major design features for the Extension
office automation. Below are the objectives of the system for the Extension office:
1) Integrate all the existing as well as the new functional units in the office.
2) Automate about 80% of functional units in order to increase the productivity and
efficiency.
3) The software should be PC and MAC computer compatible since the office has ten
(10) PCs and six (6) MACs.
4) Provide network capability in order to access external databases.
5) Exchange information with existing software tools such as Microsoft Office,
PageMaker, etc.
6) The software should be user friendly, easy to learn and use.
7) The software should be easy to maintain and upgrade
8) The initial phase, automating Budgeting, Program Management, Registration, and
Financial Accounting, should be developed within the budget limit of$1O,OOO.
9) The enhancement phase should include rest of the functional units, with a new budget
agreement to be discussed after the completion ofphase I.
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Workflow Redesign Using Petri Net
General Model of Extension Office
Figure 4 is the Petri net model for the Extension office workflow. The textual
representation of the model is shown in Appendix A. The tokens in the net represent the
information of the program. The set of transitions Ti represent operations, such as
information processing, communication, which take place at various stages of the
workflow in the office. The set ofplaces Pi represent conditions or states in the workflow,
although they can be perceived as inputs or outputs of various transitions.
Since the basic properties of the general Petri net are well investigated and have a
.firm mathematical foundation, the workflow model for the Extension office uses the
general Petri net at higher levels for analysis. To model the details of the functional units
as well as to avoid the models becoming too large, the hierarchy constructs are used. For
each construct, there is a corresponding subnet describing the specific details of the
functional unit. There are two(2) levels of hierarchy used in the Extension office model.
The initial number of tokens in the net is one(l), or one program is running at the
time of analysis. The weight of the arc is one(l) for all the arcs in the model. As the
transitions fire one after the other, the token(s) flow through the net, which represent a
program is being initiated, prepared, ran and completed. The same life cycle is repeated
for each program that run through the Extension office.
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Below are the definitions for each place Pi and the transition T j in the workflow
model.
Places:
PI - Input or new idea is available on the development of Ext. programs. For
example, some faculties showed interests on teaching ext courses, departments want
to sponsor an academic conference, or workshop, etc.
P2 - program information is advertised on the media (fliers, newspaper, internet, TV,
etc.)
P3 - program budget draft is prepared by the coordinator
P4- receptionist received program budget information from coordinators
Ps - purchasing/travel information is received by Ext. office
P6 - receptionist assigned an ID to the program, and listed it into the system
P7 - purchasing/travel requisitions have been approved
Pg - received information for enrollment
P!I received information for program scheduling
PIO- received information on program preparation materials.
PI 1 - receive invoices from vendors
Pl 2 - enrollment report for the program
P13 - To do list ready
P I4 - program preparation materials ready
PIS - expenses entered into program account
PI6 - received all necessary materials/infonnation for teaching delivery
PJ7 - payment analysis report for billing purpose
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-PI8 - marketing infonnation received
P19 - teaching delivery completed
P20 - Ext. invoices generated and send out
P21 - marketing analysis report ready
P22 - received grading and evaluation information
Pn - received instructor & TA payment information
P24 - grade and evaluation put into program file
P25 - sent payment information to payroll department
P26 - program income statement
P27- program income distributed into Ext. and departmental accounts
P28 - annual report completed
P29 - start enter information on workload.
P30 - workload reports
Transitions:
T1 - preparing marketing material, recording activities (meetings, interviews, etc)
T2 - finalize and prepare a budget
T3 - send budget information into program and accounting module
T4 - assign program rD, setup program fee structure for enrollment
T5 - prepare requisition for purchasing/travel
T6 - concurrency: starts accounting, registration, program mgmt module
T7 - taking enrollment, receiving payments, processing refund
T8 - setup deadlines for various activities of the program
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T9 - preparing confirmation letter, sign in sheet, participant list, name tags
T JO - financial accounting entries on program expenses/incomes
T11 - synchronizing enrollment, scheduling and program preparation
T 12 - teaching activities
T13 - run billing invoice
T I4 - marketing analysis
T I5 - concurrency: send information on payment and grading
T16 - grading and evaluation
T17 - prepare payment form
T 18 - synchronizing accounting, billing information. Closing account
T19 - distribute incomes
T20 - prepare annual reports
T21 - fiscal year carryover. Update system categories and subcode. Adding policy
changes into the system.
T22 - workload assessment. It is running parallel with the main system.
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-Marketing Decomposition
The marketing Module includes transition T1 Marketing, and transition T13
Marketing analysis reporting. Tl can be further decomposed into the initial discussion
with the instructor/head of department/sponsor about the course/program, and the
fmalization. Several iterations are needed before the final agreement on the course and
the advertising content can be reached.
Figure 6 shows the decomposition of transition T I .
....
...•
.....
Marketing,
+
..../L.......,,----J
....
, \
r
T I-I discuss the idea with instructor/sponsor,
making discussing notes.
T 1-2 draft budget, draft advertizing layout/content
Tl -3 review income/expenses, and adv layout with
Instructor/sponsor, make changes.
T l -4 finalize budget
----
Figure 6. Sub-net of marketing
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Planning and Budgeting Decomposition
Planning and budget transition T2 involves several plays of "What if' analysis on
the budget platform. The coordinator enters the estimated numbers of attendant and the
tuition/fee charged for the course. The total revenue, total planning expenses, fixed
expenses, variable expenses are calculated. The administration fee for the program is
calculated as well according to the percentage rate selected by the coordinator. The
program net income then is displayed, and the breakeven number or the minimum
number of attendees for the course to run is displayed. If the course loses money, the net
income will show red. The coordinator can change the attendance figures or the expense
amount to satisfy the breakeven requirement. Figure 7 shows the decomposition ofT2.
..~
"
, ,. .
.............../r-.. ---l~
T2 .,,/c:::=J ..
Budgetih,g
.......
T2-1 draft 1st working budget
T2-2 play "What if" scenarios, modify the budget
T2-3 discuss the budget with Ext. Director
T2-4 discuss the budget with the instructor(s),
department head. Modify the budget until
both Director and dept. are satisfied.
T2-5 department head and instructor sign budget
after several iterations.
Figure 7. Sub-net of budgeting
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-Registration Decomposition
The registration transition T7 consists of four basic functional units: Take Enrollment,
Receive Payment, and Refund for those cancelled before the course deadline. Thus T7
can be further decomposed as show in figure 8:
T7 //
c==1~:.'....
Enroll/Pay···· ..
........
T7-1 set-up fee structure
T7-2 take enrollment/withdraw, ifno payment when
enrolling, repeat for additional enrollment
T7-3 receive payment
T7-4 record payment or issue refund, repeat for
Additional enrollment
T7-5 print enrollment report for the program
Figure 8. Sub-net of enrollment/payment
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-Program Preparation and Billing Decompositions
Program preparation is part of the program management module that includes T4
program fee setting up, T9 Prepare course materials and run course reports, T8
Scheduling, and T13 Billing. T9 Prepare course materials and run course reports can be
further refined as shown in fig 9. T13 Billing can be refined as shown in figure 10.
~////
.........
...........
Program
preparation
..../...........,r---'
.....
......
//,....,.
..........
......
T9-1 verify total enrollment
T9-2,3.4.5 print name tags, hand-
outs, mailing list, participant
list, receive text books
T9-6 repeat for additional task
T9-7 infonn instructor the prep
is ready
.////
/,..
.'
Tn .../ ../
C=::l'/
....
Billing .
.....
Figure 9. Sub-net of program preparation
T 13-1 generate program payment analysis report,
that shows the balance of each participant
T13-2 enter beginning invoice number and other
information on the bill.
TI3-3 generate the bill, mark the participant as paid.
Figure 10. Sub-net ofbilling
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-Financial Accounting Decomposition
The financial Accounting module manages the financial and accounting activities
of the Extension Office. Its functions include 1) accounts set-up, 2) income/expenses
posting, 3) monthly accounts reconciliation with University Accounting Statements, and
4) end of year account balance carryovers. Various categories and sub-codes are set up to
meet the accounting requirements of State Agencies. Standard fee/tuition policies are
updated and modified regularly. Various procedures and deadlines must be followed to
ensure the correctness of the accounting system. Figure 11 is the decomposition of TI0
Financial Accounting transactions.
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T IO /c==r..
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Financi~l·· .
accountmg .....
..••..
...•.•..
....
T IO-1 verify the expense/revenue and the program id
with coordinator who initial the the expenses.
TI0-2 post expenses/revenues,
TIO-3 correct errors by reposing an opposite value
T10-4 correct mis-posting by reposting
T10.5 monthly accounts reconcile.
Figure 11. Sub-net of financial accounting
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-Managerial Decision Making Decomposition
To help the Directors of the Extension Office evaluating the courses/programs, a
Managerial Decision Making module is set up to fulfill this requirement. One of the
component in the module is Workload Assessment Tn. It includes entering the hours
spent on the program, and generates workload assessment report on each program as well
as on each coordinators. It is running independently, and is in parallel with the main
system. It is a part of the system.
T22 / ...../
r==1:..
.........\ •...
............. .---"'---,
Tn-l collect the hours spent on the program
T22-2 enter the hours spent on the program daily
T22-3 run assessment report on the program,
repeat for additional hours
T22-4 lock the hours when program ends
Figure 12. Sub-net of workload assessment
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-The Architecture of Automation
The architecture of Extension office: automation is shown in fig 12.
Univ. Ext. FoxPro database
Existing software tools
A&S Ext. FoxPro database
MACs
PCs
A&S Ext
policies
- Applications
- Budet module interface
- Prog mgmt interface
- Accounting interface
- Registration interface
OSU rules
policies
Figure 13. Architecture of A&S Ext. office automation
Existing Software Tools
The office had been using several software tools, such as Microsoft ExeJ 97,
Word 97, PowerPoint 97, Macworld PageMaker 6.5, and Adobe PageMilJ 2.0 etc., to
perfonn its day-to-day operations prier to the new workflow system. The new system is
linked with the existing tools through the data import and export facilities. Thus the
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-powerful functions of the existing software tools can be utilized fully and become part of
the automation system.
FoxPro Database
FoxPro 3.0 is used as the database development tool for the Extension automation
system. Since FoxPro 3.0 is the only database development tool available on the market
that can work on the platfonns of both PCs and MACs, it is selected to accommodate the
needs ofboth PC users and MAC users in the Extension office. A later version of FoxPro
6.0 runs much faster on PCs, but it does not run as well on MACs as the version 3.0 does.
For version 3.0, due to the transfer of the platform, the applications on MACs are run
much slower compared with the applications run on PCs.
PCs and MACs
The Extension office had ten (10) PCs and six (6) MACs at the time of the
workflow development. Directors and the program coordinators were using the MACs,
the rest of the staff and student workers were using PCs. There was no immediately sign
that the MAC users would replaced their machines with the PCs.
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-External Databases
The University Extension (DE) was developing its own database management
system using the Foxpro 3.0 database development tool at the same time as the Arts &
Sciences Extension office was developing its own automation system. The DE has been
requesting its annual reporting information from the Extension offices across the campus.
It was done through collecting the forms and through re-entering the program information
via the campus network into an user interface specially created for the purpose of
collecting data.
The new system is able to connect directly with the VE database. It sends the
information requested by the UE into their system via the network. It also can exchange
information with other Extension office across the campus via the central database in the
UE.
However, the new system is not directly linked with the other database systems on
the campus, such as University Accounting database, and the Payroll database. These
systems are managed by Computer Information Services (CIS), and the Extension offices
are not allowed to access them.
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CHAPTER IV
WORKFLOW VALIDATION AND VERIFICATION
The correctness, effectiveness, and efficiency of the office processes supported by
the workflow automation system are vital to the organization. A workflow automation
system that contains errors leads to inefficiency, backlogs, loss of customers and loss of
goodwill. Thus, it is important to analyze a workflow automation system before it is put
into use in the office. One of the analysis methods is validation that tests whether the
system behaves as expected. The other is verification that establishes the correctness of a
workflow automation system (Van Der Aalst 1998). Performance analysis evaluates the
ability of the system in meeting the requirements with respect to throughput times,
service levels, and resource utilization. Since performance analysis is more useful to an
industry automation system than to an office automation system, we focus our analysis 011
the simulation and verification aspects of the Extension office workflow model.
A software tool PESIM for Petri nets drawing, simulation and analysis (Skacel
1992) was used to perform the system simulation and analysis of the Extension
workflow. The type of Petri nets that can be simulated and analyzed by this tool are
general place/transition Petri nets, marked graphs (Petri nets in which each place has
exactly one input and one output transition), and stochastic Petri nets (high-level Petri
nets with time variables).
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Validation via System Simulation
Validation can be demonstrated by interactive simulation: a number of fictitious
cases are fed to the system to determine whether they are handled welL To simulate the
system using the software tool PESIM, an initial marking of one (1) was placed in PI. A
sequence of transitions { tl, t2, t3, 4, ts, t6, h, t8, t9, tlO, tll, t12, t13, t14, t15, t16, t17, tiS, t19, t20,
t21 } were fired to observe the movement of the token or the change of the marking in the
system. Table 1 is a Flow Matrix that shows the input and output relations in terms of the
transitions in the system. An integer one (1) in the matrix indicates the relationships. For
example, transition tl has input Pl, and output P3; transition ~ have input P6, and output
PS, P9, PIO, PI \, and so forth. Table 2 is the Change Matrix that shows the changes in the
markings. A negative sign indicates that a token has been removed from the place due to
the firing of the transition. An integer indicates the adding of the token(s) to the place due
to the firing of the transition(s). For instance, firing of til causes one (I) token to be
removed from places P12, Pu, P14, respectively, and one (1) token to be added into place
p16, PI7, PIS, respectively, and so forth.
Several firing sequences were tested, such as {tl, t2, 13, 4, t6, t7, ls, t9. ts. tlO, t)l,
t12, t13, t14, t15, t16, t]7, tIS, t19, t20, t21 }, { tl, t2, t), t4. ts, t6, tlO, t9, t7, t8, til, 112, t13, t14. t15, 116,
t17, t18, t19, t20, t21 }, { t), t2, t3, ts, t4, t6, tlO, h, ts, t9, tl), t12, t13, t14, tiS, t16, t17, t 18, tlQ, ho, 121
}, etc. The net behaved exactly as expected in all aspects: sequential relations,
concurrency and synchronizing relations, loops, etc. Thus the net can be shown to be
valid in these cases.
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1'20 I 1
1'21 I 1
1'22 1 1
P2J 1 1
1'24 1 1
P2S 1 1
P2'; 1 1
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Table l. The Flow Matrix of Extension workflow net
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TI T2 TJ T4 T5 T6 T1 TR T9 TID TIJ T12 T13 T14 TI5 TI6 117 TI8 TI9 T20 T21
--
PI -1 I
P2 1 -I
PJ 1 -I
P4 1 - I
P5 1 -1
P6 1 -1
P' 1 -1
F8 1 -1
po I -I
PIO 1 - I
f--
PII 1 -I
P12 1 -I
PlJ I -1
PH 1 - 1
PI5 1 -1
PI6 1 -I
PI' 1 -I
PI8 1 -1
PI9 1 -1
P20 I -1
P21 1 -I
P22 1 -I
P2J 1 -1
P24 1 -}
P25 1 -1
P2'5 1 -1
P2' 1 -I
P28 1 -J
Table 2. The Change Matrix of Extension workflow net
-Verification via Net Property Analysis
The correctness of the workflow is shown by the analysis of the basic properties
of Petri net defined in chapter II. Linear algebraic techniques can be used to verify many
properties, such as place invariants, transition invariants, and (non-)reachability. The
Petri net tool PESIM was used to shown the correctness of the Extension office workflow
system. The reachability tree and the markings are generated by the tool, as are the basic
properties of the net under investigation.
A few adjustments were necessary before the system was put under analysis using
PES1M. They are:
1) To avoid the models becoming too large, the analysis was perfonned on the
general model of the Extension office workflow system, instead of on the detailed models
of all the subnets in the system. The size of the reachability tree could increase without
bound as the net becomes large, since it is the tree of all possible markings in the system.
The number of possible markings increases geometrically with the increase of the number
of places and transitions.
2) We are essentially interested in finite processes, or what Rozenberg (1986) calls
"finite behaviors." Thus, when considering processes with possible iterations or loops, we
examine only primary processes, those where individual feedback loops or cyclic
components are traversed no more than once. Processes which traverse a given loop more,
than once are referred to as secondary processes, and there can be an infinite number of
these. The limitation of considering only primary processes does not really diminish our
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ability to undertake fonnal analysis, because it does not alter the basic properties of the
systems (Gerthelot 1985).
Figure 14 through Figure 17 is the net properties of the Extension office workflow
analyzed by the Petri net tool PESIM. Four (4) different methods were used by the tool to
calculate the net properties. Figure 14 is the net properties calculated by the reachability
tree. A reachability tree is the computation of all possible future markings starting from
the initial marking. Figure 15 is calculated by the invatiants of the net. P-invariant and T-
invariant are nonnegative integer vectors. The total number of initial tokens in mo, when
weighted by the P-invariant, is constant. T-invariant implies that if the firing count vector
is identical to the T-invariant, then the final marking is equal to the initial marking.
Figure 16 is calculated by the Marked graph. A marked graph is a Petri net in which each
place has exactly one input and one output transition. Figure 17 is calculated by the Free-
choice net (see Figure 19 for the infonnal definition of a free-choice net).
Reachability
The graphical view of the reachability tree is displayed in part in Figure 14. The
complete tree can be viewed in Appendix B. The equivalence reachability tree in text
fonn of view is shown in Appendix C. The simulation results showed that all the
markings on the net can be reached from the initial marking Mo Thus the net is reachable.
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Figure 14. Net properties calculated by the Reachability Tree of the workflow
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Figure 15. Net properties calculated by the Invariants of the workflow
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Figure 16. Net properties calculated by the Marked Graph of the workflow
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Figure 17. Net properties calculated by the Free-choice Net of the workflow
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Boundedness
The workflow net is k-bound, k=1. By definition in chapter II, the net is bound
and safe. Figure 15 calculated the boundedness by the invariants of the net. Figure 19 is
the T-invariant matrix ofthe net. It means that if the firing count for transition set
{ tj, I 1<=i<=21 } is equal to one, the final marking of the system is equal to the initial
~ 7
I ,
marking of the system. Figure 20 is the P-invariant matrix of the net, and Figure 21 is all
possible markings of the net. It indicates that the total marking in the net, when weighted
by the P-invariant vector, is constant. This means that the net has an up-bound number of
tokens in all the places. Thus the net is bound.
Liveness
Liveness indicates that the system is free of deadlocks. Liveness analysis
identifies the places in the net that cause the deadlocks. Once identified, the system can
either be redesigned or use some kind of human interference to resolve the deadlock
problem. The later is more appropriate in the office environment. The workflow model
for the Extension office is shown to be live. Thus, it is deadlock-free.
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Reversibility
Table 3. T-Invariant matrix shows that if the firing count for transition set
{ ti, I 1<=i<=21 } is equal to one, the net will go back to its initial marking Mo. Various
simulation results shown that the net is always possible to return to its initial marking Mo.
lt thus satisfies the property of reversibility, which means that the system can reinitialize
itself, and it has the ability to cover from errors or failures.
Persistence
The general net analysis under PESIM is free of conflict situations. A conflict
situation is such that a place in the net can be the input of more then one transitions, for
example, the sharing of resources. Figure 19 is an example of conflict situation. It is also
called a free choice net. A feedback loop out of a place, Pi, is also a situation where
conflict can occur due to the choice of the loop. The enrollment subnet of the workflow
does have such a situation. Since the analysis of the workflow only considers the primary
processes of the loop as mentioned before, this feedback choice is not to be considered
during the net analysis. Thus, the net does not have a conflict situation under such a
circumstance. In other words, the net is persistence.
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Figure 19. An example of conflict situation. It is also called a free-choice net. A token in
PI enables tl and tz. No other tokens in the net influence this decision; therefore, the
conflict can be resolved by freely choose which transition gets enabled.
Conservative
A conservative net is one in which the total number of tokens in the system is
constant at any given moment. Since the number of tokens in the Extension office
workflow changes with the firing of various transitions, it is not a conservative net as
indicated by the computation in figure 14. The variation of the number of tokens in the
workflow is due to the parallelism in the system.
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Table 3. The T-Invariant of the Extension workflow net
Invariant PI P2 PJ PC P5 P6 P? PB P9 PIa Pll PI2 P13 PH PI5 PI6 Pl1 PIB PI9 P20 P21 P22 P23 P2C P25 P26 P21 P2B
I I I
2 1
3 I
C 1
5 1 '1
6 1
, 1
B 1 1 1
9 1
10
11 1
12 1 I
13
lC 1 1 1 1
Table 4. The P-Invariant of the Extension workflow net
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Table 5. Partial markings of the Extension workflow net
(see Appenpix D for all markings of the system)
CHAPTER V
OTHER ISSUES FOR OFFICE AUTOMATION
The phase I of the system was installed and tested successfully in spring 1998.
During the development process, additional features were added: selected printing of
nametags, batch printing of invoices, etc. to make it more user friendly. Upon reviewing
the case, several parameters appear to be more cruci al than the others for the
development of office automation.
During the case study, several Issues arose due to the implementation of an
automation system in the office. Although these issues are not directly related to the
success of the new automation system, that could to some extent become a potential
major concern in the future, and thus determine the success or failure of the automation
system in a long run.
Attitudes and Expectations
Our case study verified Ariano and Dagnino's (1996) claim that the attitude of the
staff as well as the management of the office to be automated is important with regard to
the success of office automation. In the extension office case, both management and staff
were open to new technology, and are supportive of its use in the work environment.
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They have been enthusiastic about office automation, and made substantial commitments
to the project in terms of hardware and software acquisitions .. The system design and
selection went smoothly. Budget was approved and allocated without too much
bureaucratic paperwork.
Kowal (1992) pointed out that success in developing new systems or software
products is determined by the customer. The customer evaluates new systems and
software projects by how well they meet his or her expectations. Unrealistic expectations
from users would cause user dissatisfaction regardless how well the system perfonned.
Overly higher promises also could lead to later dissatisfaction from users. For example,
some staff in the office thought that the automation means that every thing s/he did on the
paper in the past would be automated. She/He was surprised when told that in exceptional
cases, shelhe will have to type the bills on the typewriter. It is important to tell the user
what the system can do and what it cannot do to avoid unnecessary frustrations.
User-Driven Approach
A user-driven approach is a design approach that includes the user in the overall
system design and analysis. (Tapscott, 1982). In other words, the system leaves some
room for the user to make decisions instead of making aU the decisions for the users. The
case study showed that the more users were involved into the system, the better user
satisfaction. Initially, the system was designed to automate almost 99% of the tasks,
which appeared to be wonderful from a technical point of view. During the testing period,
it was found that the users felt no control over what was happening, the system left little
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room for user inputs. It became obvious when exceptional cases occurred during the
operational phase of the automated system. It was found that if given enough opportunity
for user input, many exceptional cases could be handled more satisfactorily. In the
Extension office these exceptional cases were initially headaches for the designers.
The users generally feel more in control when the system leaves some room for
the user inputs under certain situations. Since the policies and the rules may change, or
the procedures may not be the same at all times, it is necessary to allow office automation
software to be flexible in order to accommodate a changing environment. Depending on
the user educational or experience level, a balance should to be found between the
amount of user inputs and easiness for a new user to learn the system.
Office automation is a continuing process, not a project (Epstein 1991). The case
study showed that if we view the automation as a project, it would soon lose its
usefulness. Since the environment of the Extension office changes with the changes of
the university in terms of the course offered, the offering media, the enrollment policies,
etc., the office automation software should be flexible and expandable. Over the years,
additional modules will be added, and some modules will become obsolete. Thus, the
budget for the system should be a continuous one instead of one-time investment.
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Office Automation and Productivity
Chorafas (1982) called office automation systems "productivity engines". This
means getting better quality work done per hour. The case study showed that the
implementation of the automation system increased the overall productivity of the office
by about 30%, varying from 70% for certain functions and 20% for the others, depend on
how many manual tasks were involved before the implementation of the system. The
more manual tasks before, the higher the productivity increased after the system
implementation. The accuracy of the information and its timeliness ensured the
smoothness and effectiveness ofdaily operations in the office.
One of the managerial functions in the case study was to assess the workload of
each staff member. Management needs this information to determine the amount of the
work each course/program requires for future reference, and to assess the workload of
each staff member. The design and programming part of the function was
straightforward, the real issue was the possible effect on the staff member. If the workers
feel that being monitored by a computer on hourly basis is an unfair procedure,
resentment to automated system could arise. As a result the exaggerated complaining of
the minor system problems could lead to the shut down of certain functions.
Office Automation as Hindrance
Lisa Moran (1982) pointed out that office automation could increase the
productivity in the office, and at the same time become a source of hindrances. One of the
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hindrances due to the implementation of the automation system was the "system down
time." When that happened, the whole office functions had to be shut down due to lack of
required information for processing. The other hindrance was the continuous investment
on PCIMAC updates. Certain budget must be allocated yearly just to upgrade the
computers. When the funds are not available, the system could be very slow and
ineffective.
The case study showed that training time is very essential for the proper use of the
system. When an integrated system was implemented, everyone in the office must have
training to understand the system better and to use it effectively. Due to lack of formal
training time, many operational errors occurred causing chain reaction in subsequent
functions, giving an appearance that the system was not functioning properly. The
problem was alleviated after the source of errors was identified, and several training
sessions for the functional groups were arranged.
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-CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
Summary
Office Automation is a complex task that requires a good understanding of both
the office environment as an "Open System" (Hewitt 1986) and the office process as
"Due Process" - excessive iterations take place before the final decision is made (Gerson
and Star, 1986). As the office automation system evolved from local computer,
workgroup computing, and workflow computing towards cooperative, intelligent
workflow computing, Petri net is a very useful tool for office automation design,
modeling, and analysis. The Petri net based workflow system automates and streamlines
the office operation by examining its day-to-day office processes and looking to office
process reengineering to provide solutions. Though the Petri nets were originally used for
industrial control and computer operating systems design, it has found many applications
in the business/office as well. It is an expanding research area with new developments in
both theory and application each year. Our case study indicates that using Petri net based
workflow design, modeling, analysis, and implementing of an office automation system
is viable. Its benefits include: ease of use by an non-technical person, a system view for
the technical person, formal semantics, and strong analytical tools to prove properties.
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-Further Research Topics
Because of the complexity of the office task, it is naturally semi-structured. Many
procedures do not have clear-cut beginnings and endings. There are many overlaps
among the functional units. The Petri net model deals with this overlapping by means of
interaction, or a local loop. A local loop represents several iterations within a functional
unit. However, it could not represent the overlap among the functional units. Such a net
would be very large and complicated, and the reachablity tree could grow exponentially.
More researches should be done in this area.
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APPENDIX A
THE EXTENSION WORKFLOW NET
IN TEXT FORM OF VIEW
Places =
(pl(l) ,p2,p3,p4,pS,p6,p7,p8,p9,plO,pll,p12,pI3,p14,pI5,pI6,p17,pIB,p19,
p20,p21,p22,p23,p24,p2S,p26,p27,p28}
Transitions =
{tl,t2,t3,t4,tS,t6,t7,tB,t9,tIO,tll,t12,t13,t14,t15,tl6,t17,t18,t19,t20
, t21}
pI -> tl -> p2;
p2 -> t2 -> p3;
p3 -> t3 -> p4,pS;
p4 -> t4 -> p6i
pS -> tS -> p7;
p6 -> t6 -> p8,p9,plO,pll;
pB -> t7 -> p12;
p9 -> ~8 -> p13;
plO -> t9 -> p14;
pil -> tlO -> pIS;
pI2,p13,p14 -> tIl -> p16,p17,pIB;
pI6 -> tI2 -> pl9i
pI7 -> tI3 -> p20i
plB -> t14 -> p21;
pI9 -> tIS -> p22,p23i
p22 -> t16 -> p24;
p23 -> tl7 -> p25;
p7,plS,p20,p21,p24,p2S -> tiB -> p26i
p26 -> tl9 -> p27;
p27 -> t20 -> p2B;
p2B -> t21 -> pI;
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THE REACHABILITY TREE
IN TEXT FORM OF VIEW (Part 1)
lD
II~
t.1 > ...
<S > 11.5
I:]
II.. t' > "73
11.5 <, > B6
II'
e.e > JL6
t.9 > Il9
<10 > lila
t.ll > 1166
<51 > II')
t 10 > UZ
toll) IDe
116
In
<9 > Ina
<10 > .'S
., r tID > 11:"72
1111
1112
liD
<12 • 1112
(,.1.) > K1)
<14 > U~
1111
.12
Ill)
<I) > VS
<14 > 112'
<IS> 1122
tl1 > 1:]"
<IS> 1:]1
1111 us > illS
116 1t.1.7 > Jl1"7
1111 <Ill > llltl
118 t.19 > &19
1119 <20 > 1120
DO «..21» Jill)
illS [ <1' > X21
lOl [ <16 > Iln
1122 [ <14 > IUS
112) [ <11 > 1116
X21 [ t 1'4 ) K1'7
Il2S ( <11 ) X21
IeI' ( <13 > 111
1<.:" I <13 > US
lUll ( <13 > 1116
Je9 ( t13 > 1111
DO [ <11 > lUI
101 [ <13 > 1U2
lO2 [ <13 > 112)
JU3 I <13 > 1121
101 [ <11 > 112S
illS [ <12 > liD
1116 ( < 12 > 1114
1lJ' ( <12 > 1126
IlJtl I UO > 1111
lO9 ( uO > 1112
1110 ( < 10 > liD
."1 ( ~10 > 111"
1112 ( <10 > us
1113 ( <10 > 816
II .. ( <10 > Ill'
1115 ( <10 > 1121
IlH [ <10 > 1122
111"7 ( <10 > 1123
102
IU)
112S
112ft
III 0
.J I
Jr.JZ
III 3
1IJ1
JUS
113'
1011
llJ9
1110
1112
1113
't.16 > ICJ
t.li ) lUi
tl' > D4
t.l.5 > Xl'
l16 > al8
< 11 > 129
1.16 > a.l9
t.l11 > Xl'
t.1 .. ) JUe
t.l11 ) 1U9
t.1" ) ICO
l111 > KJ'
t13 ) KJ'
t.12 ) w:J9
t.1J ) .''0
t11 ) 1111
tlS > 1112
t.l' > ""J
t.J'7 ) 1111
t.!' ) 811
tl1 ) .1)
)[22 t t.1"7 > JC:S
112" [ <11 > 1130
lOl t16>D2
.lJZ t 1"7 > IlJ3
10 1 ( < 16 • II) 3
JDe tl) > Jl59
.39 t.11 > JIl50
1110 <IS. 1116
1112 ( t 1"7 > 1I1S
... , It. 1.' > 1l1"
.", t.1.1) K1e
lOl I <1" > 101
JOe 1.11 > .'1
.39 <15 > ass
1116 r <11 > 1119
tlO > 101
<10 > IUS
<10 > 1l2'
1l1S
H9
IIS0
t.11 ) ... '"
tl1 > 1115
t13 > 1111
1119
IISO t 15 > .51
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THE REACHABILITY TREE
IN TEXT FORM OF VIEW (part 2)
lLSl ~ 10 > 112,
lLS2 ~ 10 > lIZ8
lLS) ~10 > 109
lLS1 ~10 > DO
lLSS ~ 1.0 > Jl) 1
1L56 ~IO > 11.)2
1L5, ~10 > V)
158 ~10 > 1131
IlS9 ( UO > Il)S
14{) [ UO > II.) 6
1161 ( ~10 > II),
IU ( ~9 > 1110
1163 ( ~8 > n
lUi r ~8 > 1110
US ( ~8 > 1162
U6 ( ~, > 118
lin ( t"7 > IlSl
1168 [ ~, > 1110
lI69 r <' > lI62
11"70 [ <' > 1163
11"11[<,>1161
'-72 I <"7 > 'us
11"7] [ ~S > Il'
11"71 ( <S > Il"7
11"75 ( ~s > 118
11"76 ( ~s > 119
11"17 ( ~S > 108
11"18 I ~S ) 1I.J9
r19 [ <S ) '''0
"·80 I <S ) 1111
Al 'tS > ""2
JRU t.5) "'1J
JUSJ t..5) 1',,"
as 1 'til > ."2
1IS2 ~ 13 ) 11)
lIS) ~1) 111
:IS" t.l) > ... s
lIS 5 <1] > 116
lIS' <1]) 117
-.s., ll) ••e
1158 <13) 119
lIS 9 <12) 110
.'0 t.ll) ."'1
161 <12 > 1tS0
1163 ( <10 > Il..
165 <9 > 1161
.", 'lSI > .61
",7 ~10 > 1168
169 ~9).68
1n0 <.8 > 16'
r1'1 t.e > 16"
X'72 UI) '1'9
Jf'7) t." > 1"7 ..
Jr'1"l t.e) lOS
X"'7S t9) Jr"16
1n6 <11 > 1("77
n1 'tIl) net
r18 'tIl) J09
11"19 t 11 > 1(80
K80 <IS) 1(81
JJel t1')- Kin
""2 t 1"7 ) .8J
1151 ~u > Il5Z
ILSZ ~") 1153
x.s... t.l' ') asJ
Il5S ~11 > asl
as' Ll1) as2
1l5' 01 > 1LS1
ass It!"') as ..
1I.S9 LH) 1160
161 [ ~IJ ) 1'0
11"10 [ <10 ) 1("71
k'12 t.9) Jr'i 1
"-7) t8 > IHOl
r71 t.9) InOJ
""'" t.13 > 'fge
fie t.11 > a.e9
""9 ~IS) Il>!S
lIel ( <1"7 ) lie1
1151 ( Ll" ) lD1
lLSS <16) 1156
lIS , L 1"7 ) ILS,
"" '1.1" > 1100
ne 'L1S) lt9i
IlSS ( ~1" ) ase
t.,5. ) JI"",S
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<S > I ..
t.5 ) lie
<S > 1119
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